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EvalYouth Consultation
The EvalYouth LAC initiative is implementing a
diagnostic evaluation to understand the background,
interests, and expectations of young evaluators in the
region. To participate, please complete the online form
at http://goo.gl/BZth5H

Great news for the RIEPP and the evaluation
community, is that thanks to the friendly
collaboration
of
Caribbean
Evaluators
International, the RIEPP newsletter will also be
available in English starting in September. In this
way, we hope information from the evaluation
world can reach a wider audience. Many thanks
to our friends from Caribbean Evaluators
International!
http://www.caribbeanevaluatorsinternational.org/

Second Anniversary of ACEVAL
Greetings to our colleagues at the National
Academy of Evaluators in Mexico as they
celebrate their second anniversary. We hope to
continue working together to build the future of
public policy evaluation.
http://aceval.org/

EvalYouth is a global initiative aimed at promoting the commitment of young and emerging evaluators,
especially young women, guaranteeing their participation and strengthening their skills and abilities in
order to improve the quality of evaluation as a discipline now and in the future.
Learn more about the initiative by visiting the following link: http://goo.gl/dlUIyZ

Calendar
- Thursday September 22nd at 5:00pm (Mexico). RIEPP Videoconference.
Marcia Itzel Checa Gutiérrez will speak about “The Human Rights Approach:
A New Paradigm in Public Policy Evaluation. The presentation and dialogue
with Marcia will be facilitated by Alfonso Barría González; Chilean social
worker, public policy evaluator, and RIEPP member.

- September 29th and 30th. Third Iberoamerican Social
Innovation Congress, “People, Values and Technology”,
organized by NovaGob and the University of La Laguna.
The International Network of Public Policy Evaluation
(RIEPP in Spanish) will participate in the activity as a
collaborating institution. http://goo.gl/BkS0fv
http://www.congresonovagob.com/novagob-2016/

November 29th and 30th. First National Congress on the State and Public
Policy. The modernization of the State as the third structural reform: balance
and perspectives one year since the change in cycle. FLACSO Argentina.
Thematic areas:
1. The modernization of the State as the third structural reform.
2. The State and the accumulation model: Towards a new financialization
of the economy?
3. The State and legitimacy: Towards post-democracy?
4. The State and social integration: The unequal society and social policy
5. The State as international integration
6. The State as construction of a new hegemony
			http://goo.gl/RJqFqs
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Evaluation course in Cartagena

The Spanish Agency for International
Development Cooperation (AECID in Spanish)
will host the Public Policy Evaluation Course:
Equity, Efficiency and Impact in November at
its Training Center in Cartagena de Indias,
Colombia. The course will address different
evaluation techniques for public policies related
to income and expenses, with the goal that these
techniques will be used to achieve more efficient
and equitable budgeting, expenditures, and tax
policy design.
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CONEVAL Receives Recognition

At the IX International Seminar of the Managing for Results in Sub National Governments Network of
Latin America and the Caribbean, the Inter-American Development Bank recognized CONEVAL with
the 2016 Managing for Development Results Award in the monitoring and evaluation category (at
the national level). They were also recognized for their project, Implementing a Methodology for the
Approval of Social Program Indicators, whose objective is to establish a process to evaluate whether
the outcome, output, and performance indicators of federal government social programs meet the
criteria necessary to measure program objectives within a specific timeframe, thus providing evidence
of their achievements.
http://www.coplac-gprd.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=category&layout=blog&id=11&Item
id=58&lang=en

REDMEBOL defines its objectives with a new Commission

http://www.aecidcf.org.co/

New Training Opportunity in
Public Policy Evaluation from the
University of Seville
From now until October
20th, the University
of Seville is accepting
applications for its
IX Expert Course
on
Public
Policy
Evaluation and its first
Masters-Level Course
in Public Policy Evaluation. Both courses will be
available online via distance learning and will be
taught by Professor José Luis Osuna Llaneza.
For more information: http://goo.gl/LfwbhK

Since March 2016, the Monitoring and Evaluation Network of Bolivia, REDMEBOL, has been under
new management. The eight members of REDMEBOL’s Organizing Committee are using their
motivation, commitment, and skill to undergo a strategic planning process in order to define their
vision, mission, objectives and challenges at both the national and international levels.
Follow REDMEBOL’s updates at:
http://goo.gl/aCIHbe
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